We present here a fully first-principles method for predicting the atomic structure of interfaces.
I. INTRODUCTION
Determining the atomic structure of interfaces is a problem of great importance in many areas of physics and materials science. Interfaces strongly influence the mechanical and electronic properties of most polycrystalline materials and play a crucial role for heterostructures. Our understanding of the structure of interfaces at an atomic level and how it relates to the physical properties of the bulk material is however still very limited and an area of active research. Though significant improvements in experimental imaging and image analysis methods have been made, it is still exceedingly difficult to uniquely determine the atomic structure of interfaces experimentally and theoretical methods are often necessary to supplement experimental results.
1,2 On the other hand, significant improvements in theoretical first-principles methods for the prediction of the ground state crystal structures of particularly bulk materials have been made. 3, 4 By applying such first-principles methods to interfaces, a reversed approach, where one first predicts the structure of interfaces theoretically and determines their properties from theory, without the need of prior experimental results, is within the realm of possibility. Once the atomic structure is known theoretically it would then in principle also be possible to connect it to experimental results by generating simulated HRTEM images 5 and EELS spectra 6, 7 . The ability to altogether independently predict the atomic structure of interfaces using theoretical methods would enable us to better understand the relation of interfaces to the physical properties of materials, which in turn paves the way to develop materials with unique interfaces that give them particular properties.
The structure prediction of interfaces is a great challenge; any theoretical method to tackle this problem has to be able to reliably and accurately describe the atomic structure and be highly transferable so that it can be applied to a wide variety of materials systems.
At the same time the method should be efficient enough to be able to predict the crystal structure for a sufficiently large region surrounding the interface. A limited number of computational approaches to predict the ground state of interfaces based on evolutionary algorithms and basin-hopping have been proposed. [8] [9] [10] These were however either based on searching with classical interatomic potentials, 8, 9 thereby lacking the transferability and accuracy of first-principles approaches, or in the case of Ref. 10 , which used a basin-hopping approach in combination with density functional theory (DFT), only a single atomic layer at the interface was addressed without considering non-stoichiometric conditions. A method that allows for efficient treatment of variable stoichiometries is however of crucial importance especially for many of the technologically important complex oxides.
8,11
We address this challenging theoretical problem using a fully first-principles structure prediction method that is sufficiently efficient to consider a large region surrounding the interface for both stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric conditions. To our knowledge a fully first-principles structure prediction study of interfaces or grain boundaries with variable stoichiometry has not been attempted previously. The approach we take is that of ab initio random structure searching (AIRSS). 12 This has previously been successfully used for the prediction of bulk crystal structures [13] [14] [15] [16] and point defect structures. [17] [18] [19] We apply this method here to treat grain boundaries, an important subset of interfaces. To illustrate the broad applicability and transferability of our approach, we present a study of grain boundaries in two structurally and chemically very different materials: graphene and strontium titanate (SrTiO 3 ).
The effect of grain boundaries on the electronic and mechanical properties of graphene has been studied extensively using theoretical methods. 9, [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] Much of this work has been based on structures from molecular dynamics (MD) or were created by inspection using intuition. Previous work on the prediction of bulk materials however suggests that this approach rarely leads to low energy structures. 12 We choose here to study a grain boundary with a tilt angle of θ = 30
• between the two grains, equivalent to an interface between an armchairand zigzag-terminated grain. This type of grain boundary can be found experimentally.
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Its physical properties have been the subject of several recent theoretical studies 9,20-25 and it has also been studied using a differential evolution algorithm in combination with interatomic potentials. 9 Using our approach we find a previously unknown low energy structure in addition to the already known structures studied by Liu et al. 22 and Li et al.
9
For the SrTiO 3 system we consider a Σ3 (111) grain boundary. This and similar highangle symmetric tilt grain boundaries have been studied experimentally 2,27,29 and theoretically. 2,28-31 They were found to introduce unique electronic properties to the bulk 29 and
Uberuaga et al. showed that defect segregation can vary significantly depending on the atomic structure and stoichiometry of the grain boundary. 11 Chua et al. have studied two symmetric tilt grain boundaries using a genetic algorithm. 8 This landmark work, addressing these very complex grain boundaries for variable stoichiometry, found several low energy equilibrium structures. However, their search algorithm relied on an interatomic potential, which, while computationally efficient, may result in inaccuracies especially for nonstoichiometric conditions or when resolving the rich set of low energy crystal phases of complex oxides is of importance. Our approach does not suffer from these restrictions in the same manner and we find several lower energy structures. Crucially, our searching method finds structures in lower energy phases near the grain boundary than in the work by Chua et al. 8 Our structures are found to include long-range phase distortions that emanate from the grain boundary, resulting from the specific geometry of the two grains and how their lattices are matched at the boundary. We find that our approach is not sensitive to the initial crystal phases, another important aspect for reliably studying the structure of complex oxides.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we summarize the random structure approach used to study the interfaces and the computational details of the DFT calculations for each system can be found. We discuss our results for the graphene and SrTiO 3 grain boundary systems in Secs. III and IV, respectively, and conclude in Sec. V.
II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
The ab initio random structure searching (AIRSS) method relies on placing atoms at random, yet physically sensible, positions followed by a rigorous structural optimization using DFT, in our case using CASTEP. 32 To treat grain boundaries we define a randomization region that separates two grains, illustrated for graphene and SrTiO 3 in Figs. 1 and 3 , respectively. The geometry of the two grains surrounding the randomization region determines the type of interface. Although only grain boundaries are studied in this work, generalization to heterostructure interfaces and surfaces is in principle straightforward. Constraints are imposed to ensure that high energy and hence very unphysical structures are eliminated prior to geometry optimization. This primarily takes the form of imposing minimal interatomic distances for the initially random positions of the atoms in the randomization region.
Several hundred random structures are generated for each stoichiometry and atomic density and, after geometry optimization, ranked according to their energy.
For both the SrTiO 3 and the graphene study we initially search with coarse parameters and soft pseudopotentials and then refine for our final calculations. Structural relaxations for both systems are performed using the Broyden-Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS) method.
We initially relax all forces to a magnitude of less than 0.05 eV/Å for searching followed by a Pack mesh of 2 × 2 × 1 for searching and 4 × 4 × 1 for the final calculations. We optimize the lattice vector perpendicular to the grain boundary for all final calculations but found it sufficient to search with fixed volumes for a given density in the randomization region.
For graphene the exact XC energy is approximated by the PBE generalized gradient approximation. 34 We have also performed separate searches using the LDA; this did not change the conclusions or order of the stability of the interfaces. We found it sufficient to use Γ-point calculations. All calculations were performed using ultrasoft pseudopotentials with the valence states 2s 2 2p 2 for C, where a harder on-the-fly generated pseudopotential was used for the final results. The calculations for searching were performed using a plane wave energy cutoff of 280eV, whilst our final calculations used a cutoff of 500eV.
III. GRAPHENE GRAIN BOUNDARY
We first discuss our results for the graphene zigzag/armchair grain boundary. The setup for the calculations is shown in Fig. 1 . The initial distance between the armchair and zigzag region is 3.0Å. To minimize strain in the bulk away from the grain boundary a (7, 0) | (4, 4) type geometry was chosen, resulting in a lattice mismatch of 1.0%. Previous studies often concentrated on a (5, 0) | (3, 3) interface, with a significantly higher lattice mismatch of almost 4%. This strain is artificial, due to the periodic boundary conditions, and its effect should be minimized for searching. The length of the cell in the plane of the graphene sheet perpendicular to the grain boundary was chosen to be 20Å and a vacuum of 6.8Å perpendicular to the graphene sheet was found sufficient for searching; the latter was increased to 20Å for the final calculations of the interface energy. The length, L, parallel to the GB was chosen to be that of either the ideal armchair or zigzag region (L ac = 17.07Å
or L zz = 17.25Å). The size of the cell was held fixed during searching. The outer edges of the armchair and zigzag regions are terminated with hydrogen (H) and the only ionic constraint imposed during searching was that all H atoms at the armchair region were held fixed. This allowed for shear parallel to the grain boundary and also perpendicular displacements between the two grains. The interface energy, σ, for each grain boundary structure is determined using larger unit cells with 186 atoms and periodic boundary conditions perpendicular and parallel to the grain boundary. We define the interface energy, σ, for the graphene grain boundary in the usual manner:
where G tot is the Gibbs free energy of the cell containing the grain boundary, n C is the total number of carbon (C) atoms in the cell, L is the length of the cell parallel to the grain boundary and µ C is the chemical potential of C based on a calculation for ideal graphene.
Searching involved adding N C atoms into the randomization region at random positions.
We have studied the system for different numbers of C atoms and found our lowest energy structure for N = 7 and 15. This number of C atoms allows for formation of pentagons and heptagons across the grain boundary. We restrict ourselves to flat graphene sheets here and show the low energy structures in Fig. 1 , with their respective interface energies summarized in Table I . The structure labeled GB-I had been assumed to be the lowest energy structure in most previous studies of the physical properties of the zigzag/armchair grain boundary.
We find it to have an interface energy similar to previous work, 9,22 but significantly higher in energy in comparison to structures GB-II and GB-III. Recent work by Li et al. also finds structure GB-II, with similar interface energy as in our work. 9 We have found a new low energy structure, labeled in Fig. 1 as GB-III.
The structure of GB-III is similar to GB-II, both consisting of alternating pentagons and heptagons as opposed to the "fly-head" pattern of GB-I. 22 The periodicity of these heptagons and pentagons is however very different: GB-II consists of two heptagons on each
GB-I
GB-II GB-III side, whereas GB-III has three heptagons on one side with just one heptagon on the other side. This may hint at even lower energy structures for larger system sizes parallel to the grain boundary. The interface energy crucially depends on the cell length parallel to the grain boundary interface. This is not a well defined quantity for calculations using periodic boundary conditions parallel to the interface, since the simulated bulk above and below the grain boundary interface should have different lattice constants. There is therefore an inherent uncertainty in the interface energy given here and we include the interface energy for two cases where L is set by either the armchair or zigzag region. We see that assuming L matched for the armchair region results in the interface energy of GB-III to be lower than that of GB-II, while L matched for the zigzag region reverses the order. To resolve this issue of the energetic order of the two types of grain boundary structures, one would need to increase the system size parallel to the grain boundary in order to appropriately reduce the artificial strain in the system. The (7, 0) | (4, 4) type grain boundary used in the work here has a lattice mismatch of 1.0%. The next larger interface to lower this artificial strain between zigzag and armchair graphene. Structure GB-III is found to be lower in energy than GB-II when the unit cell is constrained to the optimal length of an armchair cell (L = L ac ), whilst the order reverses when L is constrained to be optimal for the zigzag region (L = L zz ).
build-up is a (19, 0) | (11, 11) type grain boundary with a lattice mismatch of 0.3%. This structure has however a length, L, parallel to the grain boundary of more than 46Å, making it unfeasibly large for conventional DFT calculations.
Our method allows us to quickly find the low energy structures for each N : All new and previously known structures shown in Fig. 1 could be found multiple times with N = 15 for less than 300 initial structures.
IV. STRONTIUM TITANATE GRAIN BOUNDARY
We next consider the SrTiO 3 system with a grain boundary. The setup for searching is shown in Fig. 3 . The two crystals surrounding the randomization region are terminated each by (111) planes, thereby biasing the system towards a Σ3 (111) three low energy bulk phases, I4/mcm, R3c and P m3m, in order of decreasing stability. The experimental tetragonal structure with I4/mcm space group for temperatures T < 105K is reproduced as the ground state using the LDA for bulk SrTiO 3 .
We consider various stoichiometries, however we limit ourselves to adding or removing units of the binary compounds SrO and TiO 2 . This simplifies the problem as it limits the search space to charge neutral configurations. We define the interface energy, σ, for the SrTiO 3 grain boundary with respect to the chemical potentials of its binary compounds SrO and TiO 2 ,
where G tot is the Gibbs free energy of the cell containing the grain boundary, n x is the total number of units of each binary compound, x = SrO, TiO 2 and µ x is the chemical potential ∆G is the formation energy of SrTiO 3 with respect to the binary compounds and g 0 x is the free energy of the binary compounds in their ground state per formula unit. 8, 35, 36 We treat SrTiO 3 in its low temperature I4/mcm phase, SrO in its rocksalt and TiO 2 in its rutile structure. To consider either SrO or TiO 2 rich conditions it is convenient to write the above inequalities as µ SrO = g SrO + (1 − λ) ∆G and µ T iO 2 = g T iO 2 + λ∆G with 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1.
This then allows one to express the interface energy by considering different stoichiometries Γ = n T iO 2 − n SrO as,
We approximate the Gibbs free energy by the respective total energies from DFT calcula-tions.
The stoichiometries we consider are for Γ = 0; ±1; ±2. The interface formation energy, σ, for each stoichiometry is shown in Fig. 2 . The atomic coordinates of the crystal structures for the lowest energy configurations of each stoichiometry are given as cif files in the Supplementary Material for completeness. We consider first the stoichiometric structures, where Γ = 0. We find two primary structures, a SrO 3 -terminated and a Ti-terminated grain boundary, with the lowest energy structure being the SrO 3 structure. Our Ti-terminated structure is significantly lower in energy than previous results for a Ti-terminated Σ3 (111) grain boundary in SrTiO 3 . 8 The previous work found the structure to be in the P m3m phase in the bulk, whereas our DFT-based search results show that the Ti-terminated structure assumes a lower energy distorted I4/mcm-type structure in the bulk part. We find the interface energy with the ideal P m3m structure to be σ The interface energy we find for the SrO 3 -terminated structure is σ SrO 3 = 0.54 J/m 2 , in agreement with previous results of 0.57 J/m 2 . 28 We however find two degenerate structures for the SrO 3 interface, one distorted I4/mcm phase, the other a distorted R3c phase. These distortions away from the bulk crystal phases extend far from the grain boundary. The strong distortions may significantly affect the material properties in the region of the grain boundary and warrants further investigation.
We have performed calculations with twice the unit cell perpendicular to the grain boundary plane (a total of 240 atoms), in order to investigate how far the distortions from the usual I4/mcm ground state extend into the bulk. The fully relaxed structure is shown for the I4/mcm type interface in Fig. 4 . In order to investigate the distortions from the ideal I4/mcm structure we consider the angle, δ, that the vector between pairs of two O atoms suggesting that the distortions are a very long-range effect. Care was taken to ensure that the structures were appropriately relaxed. The lattice constant perpendicular to the grain boundary is carefully relaxed. The lattice constants parallel to the interface were initially chosen to correspond to either the bulk I4/mcm, R3c or P m3m phase lattice constants to simulate the bulk crystal structure far away from the grain boundary. In separate calculations we also fully relaxed the lattice constants parallel to the grain boundary to ensure no accidental bias towards one crystal phase. We further perform calculations where we double the cell size along 112 and 110 , respectively, to ensure the periodicity does not constrain the system. The distortions and the energetic ordering of the structures remain the same for all cases.
We find that our structure prediction method is unbiased with respect to the crystal phase we initiate the system in. We have performed searches for which the two crystals surrounding the randomization region were initially in either the I4/mcm, R3c or P m3m phase and consistently found SrO 3 -terminated interfaces with the same distorted I4/mcm or R3c structure. This is compared to previous results for the same stoichiometry shown as dotted red and green lines. For Γ = −1 we find a similar structure as in Ref. 8 , however as for Γ = 0 we find a structure with oxygen displacements that lower the energy in comparison to their P m3m structures. The structure we find for Γ = +1 (shown in Fig. 3 ) is altogether different. In contrast to the structure from Chua et al., 8 we find that the two grains are sheared with respect to another by approximately 0.5Å along the 110 direction. The grain boundary structure at the interface is also significantly different, overall resulting in a lower energy.
Although most of our results give symmetric structures with no significant shear of the two grains, the constraints we impose do not prohibit the system from reaching such structures. Many high energy structures were in fact found that had significant shear; instead we conclude that the Σ3 (111) GB merely energetically prefers configurations with little or no shear, and only find a small shear displacement for Γ = +1.
V. CONCLUSION
We have shown how ab initio random structure searching can be used to study interfaces with variable stoichiometry and have found new low energy structures for both the graphene and SrTiO 3 grain boundary systems. Previous work on structure prediction of the graphene and SrTiO 3 grain boundaries have missed several important structural details for the low energy configurations. It is not clear if this is due to the different searching algorithms employed, i.e. random structure searching as opposed to evolutionary algorithms, or due to searching with classical interatomic potentials instead of DFT. It is important to note however that the ground state found by searching with a classical potential followed by evaluation of the resulting structures with DFT is inherently not the ground state structure of DFT but instead such a procedure only gives a more accurate value for the energy of the ground state of the classical potential. Moreover, we show in this work that treating system sizes previously only studied with structure prediction methods based on classical potentials, are now well within the reach of treatment with DFT in combination with an efficient searching algorithm and appropriate constraints. Our method is unbiased with respect to the initial crystal phase of the grains surrounding the randomization region and able to find subtle structural details in the bulk caused by the presence of the grain boundary: We find for the SrTiO 3 grain boundary that structures with long-range distortions due to the grain boundary lower the interface energy even for stoichiometric conditions, whilst the genetic algorithm using a classical interatomic potential used in Ref. 8 predicted all structures to be in the P m3m phase. At the same time we are able to treat variable stoichiometry and by virtue of being first-principles and not requiring any parametrization or system-specific interatomic potentials, our method can be easily applied to other materials systems without the need to alter our approach. These are all crucial aspects of any method attempting to address the emerging field of interface discovery. Advances in the structure prediction of interfaces will increase our understanding of the interface structure/property relation of polycrystalline and heterostructure materials, which in turn will open the possibility to develop materials with specific interfaces that give them desired properties.
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